
The Magic Flute
A game of Day against Night for two players.

By: Caroline Berg

There is a war brewing in the heavens!  After a particularly nasty fight, Sarastro and the Queen of the Night are fighting 
over custody of their daughter, Pamina.

How to win the game:
There are two ways to win the game.  One is to gain control of Pamina.  This happens when Pamina reaches either the 
Temple of the Sun or the Castle of the Moon.  Once Pamina reaches the temple or the castle, the game is over and the 
winner is the player who now has control of Pamina.

The other way to win is to have the respective symbol of power for Sarastro or the Queen reach the Tower of Wisdom at 
the center of the board.  At opposite edges of the board, lie the Temple of the Sun and the Castle of the Moon.  Sarastro 
starts in the temple, and the Queen starts in the castle.  Sarastro is represented by a sun. The Queen of Night is repre-
sented by a moon.  During the game, they move their symbols from the edge of the board to the center, where the Tower 
of Wisdom stands in the space between night and day. 

Set Up:
Players first decide if they want to be Sarastro or the Queen of the Night.  Sarastro then places his symbol in the Temple 
of the Sun and the Queen of the Night places her symbol in the Castle of the Moon.  

Pamina is placed in the Tower of Wisdom at the center of the board.

Separate out the Trial cards from the deck.  Shuffle the Item, Person, and Song cards together.  Each player is dealt three 
cards.  Place the rest of the cards face down as the draw pile.  Place the three Trial cards face down as the Trial deck.

 Flip a coin to determine who plays first.

How to Play:
Each player will go through these actions during their turn.  After one player has played, it is the then the turn for the next 
player.

1) Draw one card.  If there are less than three cards in the players hand, the player continues to draw until the player has 
three cards again.  If the draw pile is ever out of cards, shuffle the discard pile and use that as the draw pile.

2) Play one card.  At least one card must be played each turn.  If the card played allows the player to place another card, 
and the player has that other card in hand, the player may continue to play cards.  If the player cannot play any cards 
from their hand because of a Trial card in play, see Step 4.  Otherwise, as long as the player has a valid card that may be 
placed, the player must play that card.

3) Activate the effects of the card.  The effects can be anything from moving the player’s symbol, moving the other play-
er’s symbol, moving Pamina, playing a Trial card from the Trial deck, removing a Trial card in play, or playing another card 
from your hand.

4) Discard all played cards.  Once a card is played and the effect of the card has been activated, place that card in the 
discard pile.  Or, if Trial of Silence is in effect and no cards can be played, players may choose to discard any 
number of cards from their hand.  This is the only time a player may discard cards directly from their hand.  



Card List: 
Here are in-depth descriptions of what the cards do.

Person Cards: 

Tamino – Move Pamina one space towards your side of the board.  If you have the Magic Flute in your hand, you may 
immediately play that card.

Papageno – Move your symbol one space closer to the center.  If you have the Magic Bells in your hand, you may 
immediately play that card.

Item Cards:

Magic Flute – Move your symbol two spaces closer to the center.  Ignore the effects of the Trial by Fire.
 
Magic Bells – Move your symbol two spaces closer to the center.  Ignore the effects of the Trial by Water.
 
Night’s Dagger – Move the other player’s symbol two away from the center.  When you do this, Pamina moves one 
space away from your place of power.

Trial Cards:

Trial cards are kept separate from the rest of the cards. They can only be played as a combination, so Trial cards may 
only be played after first playing Oh Unfortunate, Halt!, or Only Silence. Only one Trial can be in effect at a time - how-
ever, playing a new trial automatically removes the old Trial card and adds it back to the bottom of the pile of Trial Cards.

There are three types of Trial cards:

Trial of Silence – The Magic Flute, the Magic Bells, and all Song cards cannot be played, unless the text on a song card 
specifically states that it counters a Trial card. 
 
Trial of Fire - When a card states that the moon moves, it now moves the sun. When a card states that the sun moves, 
it now moves the moon.  If a card has both a sun and moon on it, it means “move your symbol.” When that happens, the 
player must move the piece that is not their own.  So if the player is playing Sarastro and would normally move the sun 
one space closer to the Tower of Wisdom, during the Trial of Fire, the player would instead move the moon one space 
closer to the Tower of Wisdom. 
 
Trial of Water - Movement cards move in the opposite direction.  If is says Pamina moves one closer to Sarastro’s side, 
she now moves back to the center.  If it says the Queen of the Night’s symbol moves one closer to the center, the symbol 
now moves back to towards the Castle of the Moon.  If a card has both a sun and moon on it, it means “move your sym-
bol.” When that happens, the player must move their piece, and not their opponent’s, in the opposite direction.

Song Cards:

These make up the bulk of the deck.

Night - Move the Moon one space closer to the center.
 
A Little Night Music - Move the Moon one space closer to the center.
 
To the Rescue! - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board.
 
The Birdcatcher - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board. If you have Papageno in your hand, you 
may play his card immediately after playing this song. 
 
Enchantingly Beautiful Image - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board.



Song Cards Continued:

Tremble Not - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board.
 
Come In My Dove - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board.
 
What Love is Felt - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board. If you have Tamino in your hand, you may 
play his card immediately after playing this song. 
 
The Path to Your Goals - Choose to move either Pamina or your symbol one space.
 
The Wisdom of Teaching - Move your symbol one space, then play a second card.
 
Where are You Going? - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board.
 
How Strong is Your Magic! - Move your symbol two spaces, instead of one space, closer to the center.
 
Quick Feet, Quick Courage! - Move Pamina two spaces closer to your side of the board.
 
Isis and Osiris - Remove a Trial Card if one is in play.
 
Preserve Yourself From Pitfalls - Remove a Trial Card if one is in play.
 
How Did You Come to this Place? - Move Pamina two spaces closer to your side of the board.
 
Everything Feels the Joys of Love - Move both the Sun and the Moon once space closer to the center.
 
Vengeance - Move the opponents symbol one space away from the center. If you have Night’s Dagger in your hand, you 
may play that card immediately after playing this song. 
 
Be Welcome Again - Move your symbol one space closer to the center.
 
Oh I Can Feel, it is Gone - Remove a Trial Card if one is in play.
 
Revenge Stalks These Halls - Move the opponents symbol one space away from the center. If you have Night’s Dagger 
in your hand, you may play that card immediately after playing this song. 
 
Shall I No Longer See You - Move Pamina one space closer to the center.
 
Heralding the Morning - Move the Sun once space closer to the center.
 
He Who Travels this Road - Move your symbol one space closer to the center.
 
What Do I Hear? - Move Pamina one space closer to your side of the board, If you have the Magic Flute or Magic Bells 
in your hand, you may play either card immediately after playing this song. 
 
Oh, What Luck! - Choose to either move Pamina two spaces, move your symbol two spaces, or remove a Trial Card from 
play. 
 
Oh Unfortunate - Play a Trial Card.
 
Halt! - Play a Trial Card.
 
Only Silence - Play a Trial Card.
 
The Sun Drives Away the Night - Move the Sun one space closer to the center.
 
Victorious - Move your symbol three spaces closer to the center.


